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Computing with Randomness: The Stochastic Circuit

Stochastic computing (SC) is an approximate computing technique that processes data represented by pseudo-random bit-streams. SC enables complex arithmetic operations to be performed using extremely small, low-power and error-tolerant circuitry. It has applications in several important areas, including image processing and the design of artificial neural networks. However, accurate results are hard to achieve and tend to require excessively long bit-streams and run-times. This talk reviews the basic concepts of SC and its applications, and discusses recent research results with a focus on the accuracy problem. Among the major sources of inaccuracy are random fluctuations in individual bit-streams, correlations between bit-streams, and inadequate randomness sources. For example, input bit-streams denoting constant stochastic numbers play an essential role in SC, but are a significant source of random fluctuation errors. It has been shown that it is possible to completely remove all error-inducing constant inputs from stochastic circuits by resorting to a new class of sequential designs.
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